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SpEC Surefoam 
DESCRIPTION

SpEC Surefoam is a single component, easily applied

poly urethane foam supplied in aerosol containers.

When discharged , it quickly expands to several times

its original volume and cures to a tough and durable

semi-rigid cellular structure.

SpEC Surefoam is fire rated as per BS 476 part 20,

Type B1

TYPICAL USES

SpEC Surefoam is used for fixing, sealing and filling

applications such as:

. Fixing and sealing door and window frames

. Filling cavities around pipe penetrations

. General filling of cracks, cavities and holes

. Bonding of wall and floor boards, roofing tiles and
most commonly used construction materials

RELEVANT STANDARDS

BS 47620, Type B1

ADVANTAGES

. Single component

. Easy to use and apply

. Fast curing

. Excellent adhesion to most construction materials

. Can be out, sawn, over-coated or plastered over
when cured

. Resistant to most common chemicals

. Suitable for internal and external applications

TECHNICAL DATA

Colour Buff

Service Temperature 40°C to 90°C

Tack-free time 5-10 min

@ 23°C & 50% RH

Cuttable time 25-30 min

@ 23°C & 50% RH

C30 mm thickness 24 hours

APPLICATION

Surface preparation

Surfaces must be free from dust, loose material, oil,

grease and any deleterious matter. SpEC Surefoam

can be applied to damp surfaces provided there is no

standing water. For successful curing, SpEC

Surefoam requires humid conditions. If the air is too

dry or the application is into a deep crevice, a fine mist

of water should be sprayed onto the surface prior to

filling. to achieve the best results, use SpEC

Surefoam in temperatures between 5°C and 40°C.

To assist the flow of foam in cooler temperatures,

immerse the can in standing position in warm water

before use.

Placement

Shake the container vigorously for about 30 seconds

to mix the material thoroughly. remove the protective

cap and screw the applicator nozzle onto the valve.

Holding the can upside down, press the trigger on the

applicator nozzle to extrude foam.

. As adhesive:
Apply SpEC Surefoam in blobs or continuous beads,

either to the fixture or to the receiving surface. Press

the two surfaces firmly together and provide

temporary support until the adhesive has cured.

. As Sealant:
Apply a continuous bead, working upwards on vertical

surfaces and away from the bead on horizontal ones,

to ensure maximum penetration.

. As Filler:
Apply SpEC Surefoam into the gap allowing enough

free space to accommodate expansion (2-3 times

orignal volume). Excess foam can be trimmed away if

necessary.

Finishing

Once cured, SpEC Surefoam can be easily out or

sawn. In areas where material is to be over-painted
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the foam should be cut flush with the adjacent

surfaces. Small areas of cured SpEC Surefoam can

accept plaster, however for large areas, it is

recommendation to treat the foam with a layer of

PVA bonding agent, such as SpEC Surefoam before

plastering.

EQUIPMENT CLEANING

After use remove the nozzle from the valve and clean

both thoroughly with SpECtite Cleaning Fluid or

acetone. Use the same to remove excess wet foam

from tools. Sured material can only be removed by

mechanical means.

APPLICATION TEMPERATURE RANGE

5°C to 40°C

PACKAGING & YIELD

SpEC Surefoam is supplied in 750ml aerosol

packs. A single pack has free foaming yield of up to

50 litres.

STORAGE AND SHELF LIFE

SpEC Surefoam has shelf life of 12 months when

stored in cool, dry conditions below 25°C. Stored

the aerosol packs in standing position.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Adequate precations should be taken to prevent eye

and skin contact.

Use of gloves and goggles during application is

recommended.

Skin contamination shall be washed immediately

with soap and water. Eye contamination shall be

washed immediately with copious amount of

cleanwater followed by medical attention.

Avoid inhalation. Use in well ventilated areas. During

use, do not smoke or allow near sources of sparks or

naked flames.

The containes are pressurized. Do not expose to

direct sunlight or temperatures exceeding 50°C. Do

not pierce or burn even after use.

FLAMMABILITY

SpEC Surefoam should not be applied on

siliconized, flourinated or polyethylene surfaces.

SpEC Surefoam is not UV resistant, it should be

covered if prolonged exposure to sunlight is

expected.

FLASHPOINT

SpEC Surefoam 80°C

SpECtite Cleaning Fluid 34°C
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